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2 Tides

Locally familiar



2.1 Astrophysical Examples of Tides

And astrophysically important on scales from planets…

Volcanism on Io Tidally locked exoplanets



… to galaxies

Remnants of tidally shredded satellite galaxies in the Milky Way

Large-scale 

structures

from 

interacting 

galaxies



2.2 Tidal Acceleration and Tidal Potential

Consider an object with centre at         on a circular orbit

around              of radius 

The motion of point           that is offset from         by some

fixed                   is

B
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B and D follow circle of same raduis and

angular veloaby -> same centrifugal
acceleration



Two masses           and            are in circular orbit about their centre of mass           separated by

       

Consider the mass             centred at           which is being tidally affected by the mass             centred at 

Centrifugal balance at          :
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Consider the accelerations at           , for now only the contributions of gravity from            and centrifugal terms

In the           direction:

In the           direction:
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Tidal Potential

Remember

These are the tidal accelerations experienced at          due to not being at the centre of an orbiting body which is in

centrifugal balance

The form of the tide is that of a repulsive harmonic potential in         and an attractive harmonic potential in        and

so can be written
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amly =2amx Ma ↓
-> · & ->
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2.3 Tidal Bulge

A fluid surface conforms to the equipotential of the tide plus the gravity of

The tidal bulge is

+eg. thesea
Mr

Pudal =(aM [ - iz +y-]

Igoa =

- GMx/2x2+y23"

the change inequipotential surface due tocompanion



2.3.1 Height of the Tidal Bulge

Consider points           and           both a distance            from the centre

Remember 8 =(a-MY)(- x+Eyz] - GMx/(u +yz)

ppl RE

↑

L Tides cause the equipotential passing
y

↑xp
+ through i to pass a height A

above PI tidal bulge

..(M)bRz - MT- ) am)(Rx+1)- )



Either: (i) Do binomial expansion in

Or: (ii) Equate the difference in G.P.E. at the two points 

           to the difference in tidal potential

(tory=-* (R+H.GMC
n(Rt < 1

~ "g"A =aMt
~ aM- [3R5]

:D == (m) Rx*/a3

D/R =2(m)(*)3
slightlyeasier to remember in dimensionless from



2.3.2 Tidal Bulge on Earth

Remember

For Earth + Moon:

This is a good estimate for the mid-ocean tide, but this

can be amplified at coasts, e.g., Bay of Fundy

Also get tidal bores where a river flows into an estuary,

which is a jump in height analogous to a shock wave

due to a disturbance moving faster than information

can propagate

A/Rx =3(m)(8)3
-

1=0.6m

↑
butdueto

incompressible

eg. Kings Lynn (a few can but

can be m).



The Earth is affected by tidal perturbations from both the Moon and the Sun, so which dominates its tidal bulge?

Remember

So for fixed

A/Rx =3(m)(8)3

MT,Rt:D/Rt < Mclase mean densityby spreading companionaround orbit

angulardiameter ofMoonfor Earth D
L

: Anoon/Asun =(ul)***) =(5)(a)"):25)
=

=(95)(5)"
*

~I from eclipse
2 92/g,

:Moon is dominant by a factor of a few

NB Isaac Newton used this tidal record is infer thatis slightly less than In



The Sun causes the neap / spring tide cycle

Did this drive evolution by forcing tetrapods out of

high pools (the earliest fossils are found at 

extremes of tidal amplitude)?

Spring =SunMoon tides aligned

↳
↑

↑
Neap =Sun Moon tied orthogonal



2.3.3 Tidal Bulges on Solid Bodies

Solid material cannot respond to the change in potential, so it becomes cracked and heated leading to vulcanism

e.g., Io’s orbit is forced to be eccentric

by Jupiter’s other moons

Tidal forcing at pericentre is evidenced by the volcano Tvashtar spewing

material up 330 km and molten sulphur pools on the surface



2.4 Transfer of Energy (E) and Angular Momentum (J)

2.4.1 General Considerations

Tides cause transfer of angular momentum          due to dissipation of energy

Consider a transfer of angular momentum                between systems 1 and 2

The change in total energy

I -

*I

↑

E, 5, Ez,Tz

DE =[otlock - Ot1851, 7 DT



Remember:

The system could be:

(i) A rigid body of fixed moment of inertia 

    spinning with angular velocity

(ii) Two masses         and       separated by        orbiting

     about a centre of mass at angular velocity 

In both cases

DE =[otlock - Ot1851, 7 DT

for constant
I =IMR2 M M a

reduced
- -

if
mass

E=[+22 ETjzaMmI =AamMaan la7 =Iz

:E =EF/I .E =-M*(Ma/52
i8t(07 =5)t =2 ioF10T =nMa/53

= VaM*/a3 =2

AF =[z- z,]ΔT



Remember:

The arrow of time means that the energy of the combined system must decrease

(as energy is dissipated as heat increasing overall entropy)

E.g., consider an accretion disk, for which the two systems could be neighbouring annuli

AF =[z- z,]ΔT

->AE <0

->Iis passed from higher to low systems

a =Tr3
*

energy dissipation transfers angular momention outward

and iswhy the Sun does not have all I in the SS



2.4.2 How Angular Momentum is Transferred by Tides

E.g., Consider the Earth+Moon system

Spin of Earth =              >            = Orbit of Moon

Hence,        is transferred from rapidly spinning Earth to

slowly orbiting Moon, and this is causing both the day

and the month (lunar cycle) to get longer

But how?

-

2n

I

eventually day and month will be equal.
friction on sea floor drags the bulge causing offseto

->high tide is after Moon isoverhead,
magnitudeofa depends on fictional couplingatocean floor

so Moon exerts torque on bulge slowing Earth's spin

listening to sea is dissipating E from tides
I



2.4.3 Tidal Locking

Remember:

Note that at New Moon we only see Earth-shine 

(light reflected from Earth to Moon and back)

Earth’s Moon: 

Pluto and its moon Charon: 

AF =[z- z,]ΔT

->no energy dissipation when the
->synchronous rotation is ultimate end-state

-> atthispoint5= 0

amon=w hence we only see one side

↳pluto-b-charon=n

used to compare withexoplanets



Many close-in exoplanets are tidally locked to their stars,                 ,

always showing the same face to the star

One hemisphere is in permanent night, the other permanent daylight,

with implications for atmosphere dynamics and habitability

What is the size of the habitable limb on a tidally locked planet a distance     from a star of luminosity       ?

Incident flux =

Radiated flux =

Ignoring day-night side heat transfer:

1=w

a L

(Saz)SiN0 =2Ty+)**) SiNO
2*

* ·N -T(8)
4

T(0) =T*Vla SiN"**

<
a

> eg for 10,0an, 300k requires 0-0.30



2.5 Binary Potential

2.5.1 Roche Potential

Two masses          and         are separated by        forming a binary system that orbits its centre of mass

Consider the frame co-rotating with the binary’s angular motion 

The gradient of                         gives the acceleration in this frame on a stationary particle at

My Mr a 0

z =1M2)/a3

57

0

Mr M2

corisis terms for moving particles

Broche (f) 5

differentto analysis in 2.2

Goche (r) =aMP - aM21 - (81) as centrifugal acceleration

granitational potential centrifuge potential dep. on (5)



Remember:

Consider                       in the orbital plane Contours of

The extremes of                are the Lagrange equilibrium points; e.g., between          and            lies        

This separates the region of influence around each star known as the Roche Lobe

Goche (r) =aM - aM21 - (81)

Sachs ⑲roche

potentialwells of M Mz

Mr Roche Lobe

m* ↓ ↓
Brothe

*
# Ni centefugal >

* I gravitationdas
particles are trying
Is corotake with

binay

Brochetr) My M2 ↳

very important for binary star evolution, cluster evolutionetc.



2.5.2 Size of Roche Lobe

To work out the location of the             point, let        be the distance from           and assume                   , then equate

the gravitational acceleration from          with that from        plus the centrifugal acceleration due to  

Substituting in for        and doing a binomial expansion in           :

xL

Mr
0 IMr

↳ 24 Mz MrK M1

Mr M. z=M2)/a3

CM2/nZ = am,/ [a-x]
2

& 2-(x1

whereIul =
a (n) - 2n

- zala aMeli -> 3aMula3

.. rx =(*)"a
same analysis predicts UL=-ULis on otherside ofMr



This is the radius of a secondary’s Roche Lobe in the limit 

For larger          the exansion is not valid

Quick estimate using densities:

     Density of         if spread through Roche Lobe:

     Density of         if spread through      :

Implication of this calculation in terms of densities is that an object will overflow its Roche Lobe and be tidally disrupted if

xp
=(m)" a

MrKM,

M2 butnotbad as for Mz=M1,240fa ct0.sa expected

M2 Mr/x
M, M. /a3

equating these-on
a messon

its density o <3xmean density of system in which itisorbiting



2.5.3.1 Nomenclature

2.5.3 Examples of Roche Lobe Overflow

Binary star:    Roche radius

Planet:           Hill radius

Cluster:         Tidal radius
3

all the same

an object"overDows"
or is "tidally stopped
if R2M2/3M.)a



2.5.3.2 Tidal Stripping of Star Clusters and Dwarf Galaxies

Tidally disrupted star cluster Dwarf galaxies are tidally stripped when they fall onto the

onto the Milky Way as

'

<g) <3<gnw>

How do we know the direction

ofmotion?
angular momentum conservation



2.5.3.3 X-Ray Binaries

A main sequence star expands as it evolves into a giant, overfilling its Roche Lobe and feeding material onto a WD or NS

companion, with angular momentum causing an accretion disk that accretes onto the compact object

For M2/M, <<1 overflow is symmetric

For larger M2/M,L is further than h

-> overflow is through hi

=> materialfalls onto theprimary



2.5.4 Stable Equilibria in the Roche Potential

While                             are unstable,               and              are stable

Why, if they are maxima in the Roche potential?

E.g., Trojans of Jupiter at its

         Trojans of Earth 2010 TK7 and 2020 XL5

2,42,4 24 L5

stabilisedby Coriolis fores

24,25 ↳

14

Jupiter



2.6 Outcomes of Close Encounters

2.6.1 Tidal Capture

Mild tidal interactions can put enough energy into tides to cause two objects to become bound

Consider a mass           on a highly eccentric or hyperbolic orbit around M2 My

>
· Me is tidally distorted at pericentre

M2 Va

- · Etidalis putinto tide
apeni

· As they separake M2 relaxes and Etidal is dissipated
M.

i · Energy comes from 2-body orbit
->if Etidal is large enough orbit can become bound

/
or atleastsemi major axis will shrink



What is the energy in the tide when 2 object approach each other at            ?

Remember, the height of the tide raised on             is

(This assumed a circular orbit but is a good estimate)

Tidal capture requires:

apen

M2 A(R2=(*)(R)3

:Etidal =m.g.h n)**)M2. m. A

~ GM? R2 /apen more dependence on M,R2, aperi

Etidal > MzVA

apari / R2 < (m*(*) aMz)"s
This is necessary but

notsufficientas there are other possible onbourness



2.6.2 Tidal Disruption

Remember:

Thus the potential energy in the tide is of order the binding energy of the object                      if it fills its Roche Lobe

Etidal n GM,R2 /apen
22.a(M2/3M.)"3

:Etidalon (amz) (R2/cn)

(5mz

:Objecttidally destroyed atpercentrei Etidak GMz/R2



2.6.3 Summary of Outcomes

Physical collision if

Tidally destroyed if

Tidally captured intact if

apei < R, +R2

Edal > GMz/R2

amz < tda > MV

escape
-> to be captured intorequires

aMa>EMzVg veloaty
:vs < Rz =Vescfrom surface

ofMr

isencounters fasterthan the escape velocity can'tresult incaptive



2.6.4 Which Object Dominates Tidal Dissipation

Remember: = energy in the tide raised on            by

Which dominates depends on the mass-radius relation

For stars

For planets

Etidal n GM,R2 /apen Mr M,

Mr RCS

:Elidal/Etidal=R,

R(M)
MGR -> Etdal/Edal =(Mr/M1)

tidal dissipation is inprimary
Reconstant

->for fixedM, R, Exidalz/EkdalMr

:dissipation isin planet for small Mr



2.6.5 Scenarios

2.6.5.1 Tidal Capture of Stars in Clusters into Binaries

Remember, tidal capture requires

Consider

And that in a typical globular cluster

apai / R2 < (m*(*)amz)"s

M. =Mz =1Mo, R = Rz =1R0

Va -10km/s

/R in 400km/s

:apai/R03-4for capture

->tidal capture binaries are rare and it achieved are very tight



2.6.5.2 Tidal Capture of Free-Floating Planets by Stars

Remember, tidal captures requires

Consider                                                 and

And that stars and free-floating planets encounter each other at

apari/R2 < (m)*(**)
"

: Spen /R, < (g)"3(m)

M= 1Mo, RR0M2 =
10Mo, R2 =0.1R0

v.230km/s

/R in 40km/s

:apai/Ro < 1 for capture

->hard to achieve capture withoutsuffering a collision



2.6.5.3 Tidal Origin of Hot Jupiters

Hot Jupiters are                      planets on circular orbits at <0.1au

found to 1% of stars

Unlikely to form in situ or to have been tidally captured

Thus likely to have formed further out and migrated in

~10Mo

S

- by interaction with a disk

by high eccentricity migration
= tides raised atpericentre ofhigh-excentricity orbitdissipate
energy causing planetto become more lightly bound



A wide binary companion could be the origin of the eccentricity

E.g., assume the planet forms on an orbit aligned with the stellar spin, but the outer binary’s orbital plane is inclined by 

The gravity of the binary companion causes the planet’s orbit to undergo Kozai-Lidov cycles, reaching high

eccentricity and bringing the pericentre close to the star

Start

Mid-cycle
Time (Myr)

i

50,50-15...
-

***FR
·



Tides at pericentre can dissipate energy circularising the planet’s orbit near pericentre, resulting in an orbit that is

misaligned with the stellar spin axis

This potentially explains misaligned Hot Jupiters observed via the Rossiter McLaughlin effect:

A starsradialvelocityismodifiedduring transit as a planetblocks the stellar surface



2.6.5.4 Tidal Capture of a Star by a Compact Object

This is similar to the scenario of capture of stars in clusters into binaries, and so capture requires

However, a collision is unlikely as

Thus can get capture intact if

Tidal capture binaries evolve into X-ray binaries in which a star overfills its Roche Lobe when it swells as a red giant

creating a disk that accretes onto the companion star

white dwarf (neutron star
apei /R0 < 3- 4

R, K RO

v10kmls 100s
ofkm/s

Vo < Vesc

->neutronstars can capture stars onto orbits at a few RO



Tides explain the origin of X-ray binaries and why these are preferentially found in the cores of globular clusters

E.g., Fabian, Pringle & Rees (1975)



2.6.5.5 Tidal Disruption of Stars by a Black Hole in Galactic Nucleus

Stars are tidally destroyed if they overflow their Roche Lobe

But a star is swallowed whole if the pericentre is inside the Black Hole’s Schwarzschild radius

-> (MO)
"

amai <Ra

..apei < Vs =(Mon)"s Rx

-> apai < rs =
2GMbL/c2

-> can'tbe tidally disrupted if2aMbh/c2> (MB) R* (iers> a)
: Ma > "100 Mo


